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Abstract
Let G be a topological group acting on S transitively from the left with a compact stabilizer K. We
show that every isotropic (i.e. spatially homogeneous w.r.t. the G-actions ) Markov chain on S can be
lifted to a right random walk on G and give a one-to-one correspondence between the isotropic Markov
chains on S and the totality of sequences of probabilities (V,J1,1,J1,2,"') where v is a probability on GIK
and each J1,n is that on K\GIK.
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1. Introduction and Main Result
In order to describe our problem, let us recall a well-known property of isotropic Markov chains on Rd.
We mean by a Markov chain a Markov process with discrete time parameter (E N = {O, 1,2, ...}) and with
an arbitrary state space. We identify those Markov chains which are equivalent in law. Let M = (Mn)nEN
be a Markov chain on R d with transition probability P~(x,E) (x E R d , E E 8(Rd ), n E N+) and with
initial law pMo, Le. P(Mn E EIMn - 1 = x) = P~ (x, E) and P(Mo E E) = pMo (E). Here P is a probability
and 8(Rd ) denotes the Borel subsets of R d and N + = N \ {O}. M is called isotropic if
P~(x,E) =P~(x+y,E+y) (1)
holds. Then, it is well-known that M n is expressed as a sum of independent random variables, namely
there exist Rd-valued independent random variables Yo, Y1 , Yz ,'" such that M n = Yo + Y1 + ... + Yn . M
is thus regarded as a random walk on R d (in a little wider sense). Put J.ln = pYn (n E N +) and 11 = pYo.
Then P~(x,E) = P(Yo + ... + Yn E EIYo + ... + Yn- 1 = x) = J.ln(E - x). Hence we have one-to-one
correspondence between
{isotropic Markov chain on R d } and
R d acts on R d transitively as translations: x f-+ x + y. Isotropy 1 of a Markov chain is the invariance of
the transition probabilities with respect to these actions. In this note we show that a similar one-to-one
correspondence as above holds also in a noncommutative situation.
Let G be a topological group acting on a set 5 transitively from the left. We consider a Markov chain
M = (Mn)nEN on 5 with transition probability P~(x,A) (x E 5,A E 8(5),n E N+).
Definition M is called isotropic if its transition probabilities satisfy
P!: (gx, gA) = P!: (x, A) for n E N +, X E 5, 9 E G, A E 8(5) . (2)
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Let us fix a point Xo E S and put K = {g E G; gxo = xo} (the stabilizer of xo). Throughout this note we
assume that K is compact in G. Denote by 7f the canonical projection of G onto GI K (:::: S) and by 0" that
of GI K onto GI / K where we write GilK instead of K\GI K to denote a double coset space.
Theorem 1 A one-to-one correspondence between
M { isotropic Markov chain on S } and
P {(v, J-L1, J-Lz, ...); v is a probability on GI K, J-Ln is a probability on GilK}
exists. The correspondence is given as follows.
[P ----+ M] For given (V,J-L1,J-LZ,"') E P, lifting canonically (and uniquely) v and J-Ln to K-right invari-
ant probability ii and K-bi-invariant one ji,n on G respectively and taking G-valued independent random
variables Yo, Y1,Yz,··· such that ii = pYo and ji,n = pYn , we have (7f(YOY1 .•• Yn))nEN EM.
[M ----+ P] For given M= (Mn) EM, we have
J-Ln(A) = P:(xo, 0"-1 A) for A E B(GIIK) and v = pMo . (3)
Before proving Theorem 1 (in the next section), we note some remarks on Theorem 1.
Remark 1 Taking the left and right random walks on G consisting of Yo, Y1 , Yz , ... in Theorem 1, we get two
systems ofrandom variables on GI K: Ln = 7f(Yn ... Y1Yo), Mn = 7f(YOY1 ••• Yn). Since Ln = Yn ... Y17f(YO),
(Ln) is clearly a Markov chain on GIK. As the following simple example shows, however, (Ln) is not
isotropic with respect to the left actions of G (even if (G, K) is a Gel'fand pair), while (Mn ) is an isotropic
Markov chain on GIK (Lemma 1, 3, 4).
Example Let G = 53, S = {I,2,3} and Xo = 1. Then, K = {I,(23)}, GIIK = {Ro,Rr} where
Ro = K, R1 = {(I,2),(I3),(I23),(I32)}. Put J-L(Ro) = a, J-L(Rr) = b. Then its K-bi-invariant lift ji,
satisfies ji,(1) = ji,((23)) = a12, ji,((I2)) = ji,((I3)) = ji,((I23)) = ji,((I32)) = b14. Put v = 81 on S and
hence ii(I) = ii((23)) = 1/2. Take L n = 7f(Yn '" Y1YO) as in above Remark, and its transition probability
P!: (x, y) satisfies:
P!:(I,2)
P!:((I23)I, (123)2)
ji,({(I 2), (12 3)}) = b/2 ,
P!:(2,3)=ji,({(23),(123)})=aI2 + b14.
(4)
Hence (Ln ) is not isotropic unless 2a = b.
Remark 2 Furstenberg defined a discrete Brownian motion on a homogeneous space GIK in [2] as follows.
Let J-L be a K -left invariant absolutely continuous probability on G, Y1 , Yz, ... G-valued i.i.d. random
variables with law J-L and Yo another G-valued random variable independent of Yi's. Put Wn = YOY1 ••• Yn
(right random walk) and Un = 7f(Wn) where 7f : G ----+ GIK. (Un)nEN is called a discrete Brownian
motion on GIK. Note that K-Ieft invariance of J-L is sufficient to ensure the Markovian property of (Un)
(See Lemma 1, 3). Theorem 1 immediately yields the following characterization.
Corollary 1 The discrete Brownian motions on GI K coincide with the temporally homogeneous
isotropic Markov chains on GI K with absolutely continuous transition probabilities.
This fact is already shown by Chassaing (See [1]).
Remark 3 Denote by M b(G I / K) the bounded measure algera on GilK with convolution products. For
J-L E M b(G1/K) and A E M b(G IK) (the linear space of bounded measures on GI K), we have A * J-L E
Mb(GIK). Let M = (Mn) be an isotropic Markov chain on S = GIK and (v, J-Ll, J-Lz, ...) its corresponding
sequence of probabilities described in Theorem L Then n-fold transition probability p(n) (xo, A) is given by
Is· .. Is P1M (xo, dXl) ... P~1 (xn-z, dXn-l)P: (Xn-l, A) = 8"'0 * J-Ll * ... * J-Ln .
A. HORA / Random walks
If (G, K) is a Gel'fand pair therefore Mb(G I IK) is commutative, we thus see that Yn's in Theorem 1 satisfy
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though YOY1 •.• Yn = YOYr(l) •.• Yr(n) (in law) may not hold. For measure algebras on Gel'fand pairs, see
e.g. [3] and [4].
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Throughout this section we use the following notations.
o X = (Xn)nEN : a Markov chain on G
o M = (Mn)nEN : a Markov chain on GIK
o p!! (g, E) = P(Xn E EIXn- 1 = g) : the n-th transitio~ probability of X on G
o P~ (x, A) = P(Mn E AIMn- 1 = x) : the n-th transition probability of M on GI K
o pXo = P(Xo E .): the law of Xo
o (Yn)nEN: G-valued independent random variables
o J.Ln: a probability on GilK
o v: a probability on GI K
o [J,n, it : probabilities on G
o 1r: G~ GIK, (J : GI K ~ GilK : the canonical projections
o 1r*[J, : the push-forward of [J, by 1r onto GIK
o Lx: the uniform probability supported by fibre 1r-1x( C G) for x E GI K
If P:;x = P~ ('in E N +) and pdo = pMo hold, we call X = (Xn ) a lift of M = (Mn ). We prove
Lemma 1-6 and then complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1 If Markov chain X = (Xn) on G satisfies
(5)
then 1rX = (1rXn) is also a Markov chain on GIK and satisfies
(6)
Proof We denote by En, Fn,£(n) and F(n) the (J-algebras generated by {Xo,"', X n}, {1rX o," . ,1rX n},
{Xn} and {1rX n} respectively. Condition 5 is equivalent to F(nLmeasurability of E[¢(1rXn+dIE(n)] for any
bounded measurable function ¢ on GIK. Hence, using Markovian property of (Xn ), we have
E[E[¢(1rXn+dIEn]IFn] = E[E[¢(1rXn+dIE(n)]IFn]
E[E[¢(1rXn+dIF(n)]IFn] = E[¢(1rXn+dIF(n)] .
i.e. 6.
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QED
Lemma 2 Every Markov chain (Mn ) on G/ K admits a unique liFt (Xn ) on G satisFying
= P; (g, Ek)
pXO(Ek)
for 9 E G,k E K,E E B(G)
for k E K,E E B(G)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(i.e. K -right invariance of the transition probabilities and the initial law) and 5.
ProoF Put
P; (g, E) 1 l.,(E)P!;1 (rrg, dx) for 9 E G, E E B(G) ,
G/K
pXO(E) = 1 l.,(E)pMO(dx) for E E B(G) .
G/K
Markov chain X = (Xn) defined by 9 and 10 obviously satisfies 5, 7 and 8. (Xn) is a lift of (Mn) since
P",xO(A) = 1 ly(rr- I A)pMO(dy) =1 1A(y)pMO(dy) = pMO(A) ,
G/K G/K
p:;X (x, A) = P; (g, rr- I A) =1 ly(rr- I A)P!;1 (x, dy) = P!;1 (x, A)
G/K
where x = rrg E G/K, A E B(G/K).
Combining K -right invariance 7 and 8 with P:;x = P!: and p'"Xo = pMo, we see that P; and pXo
must have the expression 9 and 10 respectively (by virtue of the uniqueness of disintegration induced by
rr : G --t G/ K). This implies the uniqueness of lifting.
QED
Let Wn = YaYI ... Yn be a right random walk on G with pYo = v and pYn = [Ln' We call W = (Wn)nEN
the right random walk on G generated by (v, [Ln, n E N +).
Lemma 3 IE every rr.[Ln is K -invariant (in particular iF every [Ln is K -leFt invariant), then P:! satisfies
5.
ProoF Since (Wn) is generated by (v,[Ln,n E N+), its transition probability is given by
P;; (g, E) = [Ln(g-IE) for n E N +,g E G, E E B(G) .
In particular,
P;; (g,rr- I A) = [Ln(g-Irr- I A) = rr.[Ln(g-1 A) = rr.[Ln(k-lg-1A) = P;; (gk,rr- I A)
for A E B(G/K) and k E K.
(11)
QED
From Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, a right random walk (Wn) on G generated by (v, [Ln, n E N +) such that
rr.[Li is K-invariant can be projected to a Markov chain (rrWn) on G/K with transition probability
(12)
which satisfies:
Lemma 4 (rrWn) is an isotropic Markov chain i.e. satisfies 2.
ProoF We get from 12
p:;W (grrh,gA) = P:;w (rr(gh),gA) = rr.[Ln((gh)-lgA) = P:;w (rrh, A)
for g,h E G and A E B(G/K).
A. HORA / Random walks
QED
Lemma 5 For probability ji, on G, K -right invariance of ji, and K -invariance of 7f*ji, imply K -bi-
invariance of ji,.
Proof Since ji, is K-right invariant, it is expressed as ji, = IG/K Ix7f*ji,(dx). Denote by k*ji, the push-forward
of ji, by the map x E G r+ kx E G. Then
k*ji, =1 k*lx 7f*ji,(dx) =1 Ikx 7f*ji,(dx) =1 ly7f*ji,(dy) = ji, ,
G/K G/K G/K
(The third equality follows from K-invariance of 7f*ji,.) i.e. ji, is K-Ieft invariant.
QED
Lemma 6 Let X = (Xn)nEN be an isotropic Markov chain on G. Put ii = pXo, ji,n = P; (e, .)
and Yo = X o, YI = XOIXl,' .. ,Yn = X;:~lX n,' ". Then {Yn}nEN is a system of G-valued independent
random variables satisfying P Yn = ji,n for "In E N +. Thus X is a right random walk on G generated by
(ii, ji,n, n E N+).
Proof For E E B(G),
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pYn(E) P(Yn E E) =£P(Yn E EIXn- 1 = g)pXn-l (dg)
£P(Xn E gEIXn- 1 = g)pXn-l (dg) = £P; (g, gE)pXn-l (dg)
£P; (e, E)PXn-l (dg) = P; (e, E) = ji,n(E) . (13)
We show that {Yo, YI ,"', Yn } is an independent system for "In E N using induction on n. Assuming
p(Yo,Y1>"',Yn-d = ii X ji,l X .,. X ji,n-l, we have, for Eo, E I ,"', En E B(G),
P(Yo E Eo, ... , Yn E En)
[ P(Yn E EnlYo =go,"',Yn- 1 =gn_l)p(Yo,··,Yn-d(dgo···dgn_l )
JEo xI1n-l Ei1=1
n-l1 n-l P(Xn Ego'" gn-IEnIXn-1 = go'" gn-dii X II ji,i(dgodgl ... dgn-d
Eo X I1i=l E; i=l
n-l1 n-l. P'; (e, En)ii X II ji,i(dgodgl ... dgn-d (by isotropy 2)
Eo X I1;=1 E. i=l
n
= ii(Eo)II ji,i(Ei ) .
i=l
Hence p(Yo,y1,· .. 'yn) = ii x I1~=1 ji,i.
QED
Proof of Theorem 1 Denote the correspondence described in Theorem 1 by ep : P -+ M and IJ1 :
M -+ P. We show IJ1 0 ep = idp and ep 0 IJ1 = idM . (Recall that Markov chains equivalent in law are
identified.)
For (11, /-In, n E N +) E P, we take G-valued independent random variables Yo, YI , Y2,'" defined in Theo-
rem 1. Put X n = YOYI ... Yn. We see (7fXn)nEN E M from Lemma 3, Lemma 1 and Lemma 4. Moreover,
12 yields for A E B(Gj jK)
26
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(The last equality follows from K-bi-invariance of Pn.) We thus obtain W0 <I> = idp .
For M = (Mn)nEN EM, we take its lift X = (Xn)nEN described in Lemma 2 (explicitly by 9 and 10).
X is isotropic since we have, for g,g' E G and E E B(G),
{ [x(g'E)P~ (n(g' g), dx) = { [g'-l x(E)P~ (g'ng, dx)
lG/K lG/K
( [y(E)P~(g'ng,g'dy) = ( [y(E)P~(ng,dy) = P;;(g, E)
lG/K lG/K
using 9 and isotropy 2 of M. Hence X is a right random walk on G by Lemma 6. Let (ii, Pnl n E N +) be the
sequence which generates X (defined in Lemma 6). In order to see <I> 0 W(M) = M, it suffices to show that
Pn [resp. ii] is the K-bi-invariant [resp. K-right invariant] lift of J.Ln [resp. v] defined by 3. The assertion
for ii is trivial (by 10). Pn = P; (e, . ) is K -right invariant by 9. Moreover, 12 yields for A E B(Gj K) and
kEK
Hence Pn is K-bi-invariant by Lemma 5. Using 12 again, we obtain
for A E B(Gj jK). This completes the proof of <I> 0 W= idM .
QED
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